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eViterbo?

eViterbo is the main research output of TechNetEMPIRE, an FCT-funded research

project looking into the technical and scientific networks of the built environment

(engineering, architecture, cartographers, carpenters, masons, etc.) in the

Portuguese Colonial Empire. The project is led by researchers Alice Santiago Faria

and Renata Malcher de Araújo, both affiliated to CHAM - Centro de Humanidades (a

FCSH, Universidade NOVA de Lisboa and Universidade dos Açores joint research

unit), and also had the support of lab2pt at Universidade do Minho and IEETA of

Universidade de Aveiro.

The platform was called eViterbo, as a tribute to Francisco Viterbo, the author of one

of the main 19th century sources in which the project is rooted. Like in the life work

of Francisco Viterbo, which on top of its very known Dictionary of Architects and

Engineers studied other arts & cra�s portuguese agents and aspects, eViterbo

contains content from other art history-research projects from the “Art, History and

Memory” research group within CHAM. Among them C.1892, the individual

research project developed by the PI, that enlarges eViterbo chronology, and content

created under an exploratory project called “As palavras com que nos cosemos…”,

financed by CHAM, and partially developed under the DRESS|VESTE research

projects, led by Carla Alferes Pinto. The inclusion of several areas of knowledge

from within the  “Art, History and Memory” research group, makes the future of

eViterbo possible in several areas and a prime tool for Art History and related fields.

eViterbo is a multifaceted platform that combines a MediaWiki-based encyclopedia

with an open linked data structured database, built on a Wikibase suite. It is a

pioneer platform combining these two parts into a single platform in a research

setting.
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Why Wikimedia free and open source so�ware tools in academia?

The principle behind TechNetEMPIRE was to gather scattered knowledge, bringing

together researchers working in different geographical spaces and chronologies of

the former Portuguese empire. This means gathering data fragmented across

academic frameworks, sharing it among peers, identifying information gaps, trying

to complete data, co-edit it and re-share it with the general public. With the broad

aim of updating two 19th-century sources (both of which had the form of an

encyclopedia/dictionary) a digital encyclopedia was created, to allow crossed and

networked readings, built over the data organization provided by such sources.

In the past twenty years, Wikipedia stands out as a collaborative encyclopedia.

Launched in 2001, it is the largest and most widely used encyclopedia in the world.

Available in more than 280 languages, the project aims to be the “sum of all human

knowledge”. Wikipedia may be the most well-known Wikimedia platform, but there

are many others, each one focused on a specific type of knowledge or approach: for

instance, Wikimedia Commons serves as a multimedia archive, Wikisource

compiles transcriptions of texts and books, Wikispecies is a species directory, and

many others. All these are built collaboratively by thousands of volunteers around

the world. Thus, they embody the definition of a collaborative environment, where

it is simple to create, share and co-edit content. Every change is tracked and can be

reversed, ensuring that any edit can be easily checked and reinstated - creating a

true version control system for content. The so�ware used to build these platforms

is called MediaWiki. Its familiar interface makes it a great option for

encyclopedia-style solutions, such as eViterbo, as most people will recognize the

layout, facilitating navigation.

MediaWiki is a so�ware developed by the Wikimedia Foundation (WMF); it is made

available as free and open source so�ware. It is thought of as an environment for the

co-creation of content: it allows easy co-editing, discussion and following up of each

stage of the process. Its open codebase grants users with programming knowledge
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the possibility to create new features, extensions or code libraries to interact with

the so�ware in an improved manner, making it particularly flexible. This

customization is o�en shared: many of these extras are redistributed, keeping the

code open to ensure that the so�ware will meet the usersʼ needs.

The financial costs for running it are marginal compared to so�ware as a

service-solutions (SaaS) or other types of proprietary so�ware. Unlike these types of

so�ware, it is free to install, run and modify by any number of users without the

requirement of any additional licenses or subscription fees.

It is also worth noting that the hardware requirements to host a MediaWiki

installation are very low: only 256MB of RAM and 85 MB of storage are required to

start an instance. For a public university in Portugal, meeting these demands should

be straightforward. MediaWiki also allows private environments with several levels

of access, from “anyone can read or edit” to a closed system with limited access.

This setting can be changed at any time (however this may cause some other

problems, see: Main Challenges). This means, for example, that it is possible to work

on a private project with a closed team for a given amount of time and, once the

content is ready, the same wiki can be made publicly available.

Last but not least: by using open and interoperable file formats, it also guarantees

the longevity and portability of any outputs, in this case research ones, beyond their

native so�ware habitat.

As academia slowly moves forward with open science (open outputs, open data, etc.)

and with the evidence that many tailored so�ware solutions in academia are going

obsolete, sometimes passing a date of no return, the longevity and portability of any

digital outputs were problems seriously considered by TechNetEMPIRE

coordinators. MediaWiki, along with other Wikimedia so�ware tools, seemed to

ensure those conditions in the project a�erlife.

TechNetEMPIRE project application to FCT funding stated that
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“a set of structured data will be created - curated database (T3) - whose

future free use will be guaranteed through the connection of the platform

to DBpedia (http://pt.dpedia.org). One of the outputs of the project will be

the open access platform, which if fruit of multidisciplinary work,

bringing together historians and computer engineers. The platform will

have the external form of a dictionary of people and institutions that will

allow others to use and explore the methodological approach, the data,

the sources used, the visualizations and results in the analysis, thus

establishing a replicable analysis model for other contexts and

chronologies.”

Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable (FAIR) data was always a central point

of the project. MediaWiki through the hypothesis of structuring data via the

infoboxes and linking possibilities with DBpedia seemed as a safe, and full of

opportunities, place to go.
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The infrastructure. Past & Present

Project applications, and the bureaucracy and time needed to get a research project

running, sometimes seem incompatible with the timings of information, computer

and so�ware technology.

TechNetEMPIRE application was submitted in May 2017, and the results were

known in July 2018. The project officially started in October 2018 and work started in

January 2019, but due to general bureaucratic difficulties, the team was only

completed in April 2019. Not long a�er its beginning, it became clear that the

so�ware options proposed on the application had to be reviewed. By the beginning

of October 2019 decisions were made to install Wikibase as a way to deal with

structure data and linking to Wikidata.

Image 1 - eViterbo. Enhancing Linked Research. Poster presented at Linked Pasts VIII

Symposium, 2021
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Linked data possibilities went beyond Wikidata and the possibility of linking the

encyclopedia type of pages from eViterbo to other related webpages using

hyperlinks was also considered. Image 1 underlines the platform general aim and

structure. From the starting point of updating, in terms of methods and content,

fundamental 19th century and its possibilities in terms of Linked Open Data (LOD).

Moreover, the combination of MediaWiki-based encyclopedia style platform with a

Wikibase-powered database, and the possibility of connection to external so�ware

for visualization and analysis of data are also represented.

MediaWiki, Wikibase and the Semantic Web

Released as free and open source so�ware (FOSS), MediaWiki is the backbone of

thousands of web-encyclopedias worldwide, helping organizations and people

compile knowledge in our digital-oriented society. The so�ware was first released in

2002, followed by multiple versions and upgrades since then. It is still actively

developed by the WMF engineering teams, with significant input from multiple

stakeholders within the wider Wikimedia community, from MediaWiki volunteer

developers to Wikipedia editors, among others. With such longevity and frequent

update cycles, the so�ware is considered stable, but specific functionalities o�en

require installing additional extensions. Such extensions generally have their own

requirements and compatibility issues, increasing the complexity of the project, as

different pieces of so�ware interact with each other creating an ever-growing jigsaw

puzzle of small intricacies. This will be further discussed later in this report.

There probably are thousands of small Mediawiki encyclopedias around the world

but a close example to eViterbo in the use of Mediawiki would be Bestor - Belgian

Science and Technology Online Resources, which was implemented in 2008, as an

“encyclopedia for Belgian science”.1 Nevertheless Bestor does not use structured

data and its “database” actually runs by aggregation, using categories.

1 https://www.bestor.be/wiki/index.php/Bestor:Pr%C3%A9sentation
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Wikibase is the engine behind Wikidata, Wikimedia's linked open data platform. It

was launched in 2012, developed by Wikimedia Deutschland (WMDE), the

Germany-based subsidiary of WMF. Wikibase is actually a collection of MediaWiki

extensions that allow working “with versioned semi-structured data in a central

repository (...) instead of the unstructured data of MediaWiki wikitext”.2 This means

that, instead of having pages with text-based content, such as those in an

encyclopedia-type MediaWiki, Wikibase enables users to create databases of

structured linked data that can then be used to create graphs of knowledge,

connecting various objects, and facilitating an integration with the “semantic web”.

Coined in 1999 by the World Wide Webs̓ father, Tim Berners-Lee, the term

“semantic web” points towards the idea of a web of data, an Internet that can be read

by machines.3 As technology evolved, semantic web became possible through a

variety of file formats and protocols, such as the Resource Description Framework

(RDF) and Web Ontology Language (OWL), that encode semantics into data. Thus,

these technologies empower the alignment of ontologies, taxonomies and data

interchange (see Image 2) across databases with different purposes and organization

systems.

3 Berners-Lee e Fischetti, Weaving the Web: The Original Design and Ultimate Destiny of the World Wide
Web by Its Inventor.

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikibase
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Image 2 - Semantic Web Stack, by Marobi1 (CC0)

Without diving into the engineering behind it, Wikibase uses the afore-mentioned

semantic web stack to store and access data. It is worth noting that Wikibase is not

the only way of addressing the connection between MediaWiki and the semantic

web. Semantic MediaWiki and Cargo are the two other possibilities; like Wikibase

they are MediaWiki extensions. Each one of these offers its own set of advantages

and potential setbacks: for instance, Cargo is easy to install, but has stability issues;

Semantic MediaWiki (SMW) has a flexible data model, but its learning curve for

system administrators is quite high;4 Wikibase provides a visual editor for structured

data but, while adoption is widely increasing, documentation is fairly scarce and

maintenance can be hard.

Cargo vs. Wikibase - Managing data on eViterbo

Cargo was the initial choice to manage data on eViterbo. This extension launched in

2015 and was designed as a lightweight version of SMW. As such, Cargo tends to be

4 See among others: Daniel K. Schneider & Julien Da Costa (2013). Adding power to educational and research wikis
with Semantic MediaWiki, Paper presented at the 8th conference on Semantic MediaWiki (SWMCon 2013),
available at:
https://edutechwiki.unige.ch/en/Adding_power_to_educational_and_research_wikis_with_Semantic_MediaWiki
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simpler to use than its older sibling SMW. It stores data in templates, which are

presets that facilitate the transclusion of text and/or data across MediaWiki pages. By

calling these templates within a page, they will display the requested data. For

experienced Wikipedia editors, this is a very familiar way of accessing information

since templates are included on Wikipedia, but it is arguable whether this is easier

to use than SMW or Wikibase without this prior knowledge. Cargo also supports

inline queries, which can be particularly useful to visualize information.

As the main goal behind building eViterbo under TechNetEMPIRE was to build a

database to explore the connections between multiple agents - persons, institutions

and locations -, Cargo s̓ simplistic data model proved limited, since it provided no

real way to curate data, meaning to “fool-proof” the data insertion process (typos,

capitalization inconsistencies, etc.). The solution for this was to install Wikibase.

However,  this also has not yet lived up to expectations  as it will be discussed in

section “Constraining properties''. It should be stressed that both solutions seemed

adequate to the incompleteness of historical data.

DBpedia vs. Wikidata

DBpedia and Wikidata are both Linked Open Data resources created around

Wikipedia and Wikimedia universe. The main difference between both is that

DBpedia extracts data from Wikipedia while Wikidata can provide data to Wikipedia

and its use for example by Google s̓ Knowledge Graph. In fact, they are seen by many

as complementary tools.5 Another difference is that Dbpedia, like Wikipedia, runs

on "notability factor" similarly to Wikipedia and Wikidata has very low notability

rules. For TechNetEmpire research this was an important point since its technical

networks can include for example "carpenters" or other technical staff which might

not be considered "notable" enough by the Wikimedia community of volunteers.

5 See among others: Kingsley Uyi Idehen, «On the Mutually Beneficial Nature of DBpedia and
Wikidata», OpenLink Virtuoso Weblog, 11 de fevereiro de 2017,
https://medium.com/virtuoso-blog/on-the-mutually-beneficial-nature-of-dbpedia-and-wikidata-5fb2b
9f22ada; D. Abián et al., «Wikidata and DBpedia: A Comparative Study», em Semantic Keyword-Based
Search on Structured Data Sources, ed. Julian Szymański e Yannis Velegrakis, Lecture Notes in
Computer Science (Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2018), 142–54,
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-74497-1_14.
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Wikidata is inclusive to all data and at the moment it is used as a main tool to

mediate different ontologies.

Images 3 and 4 represent the “path of data'' from the archive to the database and the

difference between ”Cargo vs. Wikibase” and“DBpedia vs. Wikidata”.   In both

images, presented by the PI in team work meetings and later at WikiDataCon2021, is

clear an uncomfortable mystery of what happened to data once in “the data

transformer” and how it could be extracted for data analysis. Wikibase presented

itself as a smooth and clear way of data curation, modeling and extraction.

Image 3 - Text from wiki to Nodegoat and Dbpedia. eViterbo Plan 2018
in eViterbo: Implementing an open platform in academia. Wikidatacon2021
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Image 4 - Text from wiki to Wikidata (to Nodegoat and more. eViterbo Plan end of 2019
in eViterbo: Implementing an open platform in academia. Wikidatacon2021

Wikibase State of the Art

Wikibase has received increasing interest from the wider public. Powering the

world's largest open knowledge database is a business card like no other: Wikidata is

itself a Wikibase instance. Since its inception, hundreds of organizations have

incorporated Wikibase in their infrastructure or stacks, be it for single projects or

wider integrations. Wikidata has been used extensively by multiple national

libraries around the world, such as the Library of Congress (USA), Bibliothèque

Nationale de France (France), Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal (Portugal) or

Deutsche Nationalbibliothek (Germany), among others. Similarly, the Online

Computer Library Center (OCLC), a “global library organization that provides shared

technology services”, has made significant advances into testing the usage of

Wikibase to create linked data in a library context on their Project Passage6.

6 Jean Godby et al., Creating Library Linked Data with Wikibase: Lessons Learned from Project
Passage, 2019, https://doi.org/10.25333/faq3-ax08.
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Libraries are not the only type of institutions to embrace these solutions.

Europeana, a pan-European virtual library and digitalized cultural artefacts

aggregator, has been using both Wikidata and self-hosted Wikibase environments on

their workflows. Wikidata has been used to both reconcile ontologies across

languages and institutions, as well as enrich the metadata associated with their

collections7. Wikibase, on the other hand, is the engine behind EAGLE, the

Europeana network of Ancient Greek and Latin Epigraphy. Wikibase was used to

catalogue over 1.5 million items scattered between 25 countries, in a partnership

that involved Wikimedia Italia.

Beyond cultural heritage projects, the European Union has been using Wikibase as

the infrastructure powering the EU Knowledge Graph. As explained by D.

Diefenbach et al, “this graph contains heterogeneous data items such as countries,

buildings, and projects funded by the European Union”, which encompasses

thousands of data points.8

As far as academic research projects in History go, Wikibase powers significant

achievements in data collection and exchange, such as FactGrid and Enslaved.

Labeled as a “database for historians”, FactGrid is operated by the University of

Erfurt, but maintained with the primordial help of WMDE and the Deutsche

Nationalbibliothek, also gathering support from other European universities and

research institutes, such as Universitat de Barcelona (Spain) and the Institut

dʼhistoire moderne et contemporaine (IHMC) in Paris, among others. In November

2022 FactGrid just became part of the Nationale Forschungsdateninfrastruktur

(NFDI), the German National Research Data infrastructure9. Enslaved uses Wikibase

to reconcile more than two dozen datasets in order to map the lives of people related

to historical slave trade. It is maintained by the Matrix, a research unit at Michigan

State University (USA), with the support of the University of Maryland, the University

of California Riverside and other local institutions.

9 See: https://blog.factgrid.de/archives/3104

8 See: Diefenbach, Dennis, Max De Wilde, e Samantha Alipio. «Wikibase as an Infrastructure for
Knowledge Graphs: The EU Knowledge Graph». Springer International Publishing, 2021.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-88361-4_37.

7 https://pro.europeana.eu/page/get-your-vocabularies-in-wikidata
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To the best of the authorsʼ knowledge, eViterbo is a pioneer project in terms of using

a structured database with an encyclopedia, simultaneously, in a production

environment. Typically, Wikibase installations tend to exist as stand-alone

instances, not tied to a MediaWiki encyclopedia counterpart. The only other project

that we could find that proposed a similar approach was DeJonge Wiki. This

Arenberg Castle-focused MediaWiki plus Wikibase instance was set up as a

prototype to explore the viability of using such a solution for building scientific

databases. As of November 2022, the project is still in development. Since the

subject of research is so granular, arguably the complexity of the project is far

smaller than eViterbo s̓. And while eViterbo explores the same idea - whether a

combination of MediaWiki and Wikibase can be used for research purposes - the

initial goal was simply to use these so�ware tools as a way to build a database that

could enhance the connections between the multiple agents. Thus, the challenges

and concerns of such a setup may differ greatly from those experienced by the

DeJonge Wiki, as eViterbo was not designed nor developed with the purpose of

testing the so�ware. Instead, it was a de facto application of the so�ware s̓

capabilities in a research setting.

eViterbo s̓ system description

As previously mentioned, eViterbo is an encyclopedia that contains text-based

entries with a structured data counterpart about people, professions, places and

institutions.

Most of the information on eViterbo can be divided into one of the following groups

of pages: content, data, navigation and system. All these have their own

meta-information: “Categories” are present on all types of pages except “data pages”,

aggregating pages by topic but also system-wise, as there some of them highlight

technical specificities, for example. eViterbo s̓ ecosystem is deeply connected within
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itself, through hyperlinks (or “interwiki links”, as they mostly point to different

pages on eViterbo).

Image 5 - Wiki eViterbo general model

By ʻcontent ,̓ we mean the encyclopedia-like entries; by ʻdataʼ we mean the structured

data items (Wikibase items) associated with each one of the content entries or to its

related data.  Thus, most entries in eViterbo contains two pages: the content one and

the data one, both linked bilaterally. There is also a Glossary, which will be

addressed later in this report (see: eViterbo content pages).

Image 6 - Example Aula do Terço de Artilharia do Rio de Janeiro (Q591)
(content + data pages)
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Meta-information acts as an aggregator of content. In this case, through categories,

which are displayed at the bottom of the content pages (see: eViterbo content pages).

Select Categories have their own pages, aggregating information, and creating

Navigation pages. For example, a category related to the a profession aggregates all

the entries of all people which were military engineers or using a geographical

category can join all the people working in Bahia, Brazil.

On top of these categoriesʼ pages, there is one main navigation hub: the Home page,

which allows users to quickly access content segmented into thematic areas and by

research project.

System pages are anything that relates to the system itself, encompassing a wide

variety of pages: from the creation of new users, information about the so�ware,

some extension settings, maintenance pages, templates, and many others.

eViterbo content pages

MediaWiki allows, similarly to Wikipedia, the existence of several templates

(predefinições) for content pages. eViterbo contains two types of content pages: type

1  corresponds to “instance of” pages in Wikibase, that is case of the entries on

“people” and on “institutions”; type 2, pages not linked to structured data, i.e.,  the

locations and the glossary (glossary pages do not have structured data for the time

being).

The pages for Locations were created to solve a practical problem of curation of data

in the beginning of the project and should probably not exist in a second upgraded

version of eViterbo (see: Ontology v2 . To be continued…). They have structured data

associated, but are not connected through an infobox.
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Image 7 - eViterbo s̓ people content pages general scheme (type 1)

A type 1 content page has three distinct parts: the text body (1), the infobox(2) and

the categories(3), as shown in image 7. The first part is a descriptive text, allowing

for details that may not be part of the structured information found in the infobox.

The second one, the infobox, displays the information from the Wikibase entry,

through a code snippet inserted in the page. The third part is the categories at the

bottom of each article, which is meta-information under which the page is labeled.

In eViterbo, categories were divided into main themes: first, the nature of the the

article (whether is about a location, a person or an institution), second the research

project under which the entry is developed, followed by several categories which are

variable according to the nature of the page or in same case, like geography, that

cross and link pages of different natures. For people, the professions and

timeframes of when they were active are also typified. Lastly, there are categories

for the research projects involved in the making of each article (for further details

see: Ontology (v1 - 11.2022)). This categorization allows for easier navigation to other

pages under the same topics, even without the use of the linked open data on

Wikibase.
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To assist researchers with writing the entries in a consistent manner, a series of

guides was created, including one for entries about people and another for entries

about institutions (Guião de Redacção - pessoas; Guião de redação - Instituições).

Additionally, the team also released a guide defining the rules for citations (Guião de

citação).

It is also worth mentioning that each eViterbo s̓ content page has a Unique Resource

Identifiers (URIs) at the Uniform Resource Locator (URL of the website), which is

generated automatically when a page is created and is basically a wiki ID. Select

entries also have a Digital Object Identifier (DOI), facilitating adequate citations and

referencing of the content, with appropriate authorship included. Authorship is

detailed at the bottom of each article and, whenever possible, authors are identified

along with their ORCID.

Image 8 - eViterbo glossary content pages general scheme (type 2)

eViterbo also has glossary pages (Image 8). As mentioned, these were initially

created under an exploratory project called “ As palavras com que nos cosemos…”,

and were partially developed under the DRESS research project. For

TechNetEMPIRE, glossary pages aim to define and explain some terms, such as
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professions or positions held, that are used on the database and/or on the content

pages. These glossary pages do not contain infoboxes, but are important for

disambiguation and clarification of terms, which places these as meta-information

pages as well.

eViterbo Wikibase

Wikibase is a suite of MediaWiki extensions that enables the possibility of creating

collaborative knowledge bases, through linked open data. Comparing with other

Wikibase architectures, such as the one used by the EU for its Knowledge Graph

(image 9), eViterbo encompasses the following parts: MediaWiki (1), Wikibase Client

and Repository (2), Maria DB (3) and Elastic Search (4). Blazegraph (5), the Query

Service Updater (5) e Query Service UI (6) were installed but failed to work

adequately together - this will be addressed later in this report.

Image 9 - Wikibase Architecture of the EU Knowledge Graph (from D. Diefenbach et al, 2021)
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A Wikibase page is called an entity or an item. The starting point of any item is its

label and description. When it is created, Wikibase generates a URI which allows for

the disambiguation of said item against another with a similar name. Each item is

then described in a structured manner by using statements assigning values to a

given property, along with adequate qualifiers whenever needed. This structure is

similar to a human-language sentence: the item is the subject, the property acts as

the verb and is followed by an object, the assigned value. This value is restrained to

each property s̓ specific data type (string, wikibase object, date/time, etc.); this is

defined when a property is created.

Image 10 - Data model in Wikidata/Wikibase, by Charlie Kritschmar (CC 0)

The data added to each entity must be stated and appropriately referenced on the

corresponding content page. On eViterbo,  values are not constrained to specific

topics (see: Constraining properties). To ensure the integrity of the data, items for
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specific properties were created only by the core team of the project. To help with

the process of filling in the appropriate data of each item, a guide was created,

detailing what data is allowed in each property - Guia de Itens.

The Wikibase item page connects to the corresponding content page by using the

local eViterbo URL as a property. In the opposite direction (content to data), this

connection is made through the infobox templates, as previously mentioned.

eViterbo s̓ Templates and Infoboxes

The main way in which the data connects to the content is through infoboxes; these

are created using Templates. A Wiki template can work via substitution or

transclusion. On eViterbo, Templates are mainly used for the latter, meaning that a

specific page can be inserted into other pages. On Wikipedia, for instance, these are

commonly used to easily display informational or navigational boxes, that can be

anything from “citation needed” (a warning that states that a given article needs

more references) or an “infobox”, a summarized (typically itemized) version of the

most important information about the article s̓ subject. Changing a template that

uses transclusion means that only the template needs to be changed, even if it is

being used on multiple pages, something rather useful to display repeated

information.

As detailed on image 5, most content pages on eViterbo have infoboxes, namely the

pages about People or Institutions. These infoboxes work based on transclusion, but

they are dynamic: their content is not inserted manually, but through a code snippet

that is added to the source code of each page. The snippet is essentially the same

across each category, with one minor adjustment on each page: by changing the

identifier of the item associated with the box, different information will be displayed

accordingly, as it is fetched from the corresponding Wikibase item.
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A people content page has the following templates:

A institution content page has the following templates

eViterbo s̓ connection with Wikidata

eViterbo is linked to Wikidata, firstly, through Wikibase s̓ properties, as most of them

have a designated “Equivalent property on Wikidata”.

As new items are created on eViterbo s̓ Wikibase, researchers also look for their

counterpart on Wikidata, adding it to the item accordingly. This process is

particularly challenging for locations, as eViterbo maps various types of locations,

namely administrative units and geographical coordinates, among others, which are

associated with different properties on Wikidata.

In the future, gathering these connections could be made in a more automated

manner, by using a bot to interact with both eViterbo and Wikidata, or via

OpenRefine for data set reconciliation. Nevertheless, the project aim is not to insert
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into Wikidata tons of new data, but only to input a relatively small amount of data

(for now around 3000 people, 150 institutions and an unknown number of related

items like professions, locations, activities, etc…), inserting new items, improving

general quality of existing items, descriptions, etc. with which we were working

with.

Main challenges. Past & Present

Some of the issues raised may have been solved if there was a dedicated engineering

team throughout the project. From the project proposal, MediaWiki was suggested

as a so�ware solution for building an encyclopedia and database under the

reasoning that it would be easy to work with, demanding only the initial technical

stretch of the setup. Most of the technical feedback gathered before the set up of

eViterbo was that a MediaWiki solution would only require six months of technical

work. A masters student was hired for this task, under a masters fellowship, for six

months. Despite his best efforts, there were significant development issues

regarding eViterbo: from the lack of documentation about the system, to the trial

and error approach which led to a significantly unstable platform. It would be rather

unfair to imply that most of the issues surrounding eViterbo were his fault. His

supervisor had some MediaWiki knowledge, but his commitment to the research

project was only 10% of his work time, which is likely to have compromised

appropriate technical guidance or supervision.

As the work with eViterbo s̓ evolved, and technical problems became more evident,

the researchers sought out help. Over and over again, they were told by technical

staff that the technical efforts would be low, but a�er a few hours of interaction with

the platform, technicians would o�en change their minds and say that anything

would be too complicated to handle and that they would not touch the platform.

This was persistent throughout almost the entirety of the project, creating a serious
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mismatch between researchers and technicians, as well as the expectation

surrounding the behavior of the platform they were working on. It should be

stressed that IT staff at NOVA FCSH is residual and o�en overloaded. Moreover,

basic requirements for debugging so�ware, such as having separate machines for

development environments were not accounted for. In fact, the setup of a dev

environment where technical improvements and tests could be made in a safe way -

without potentially compromising the researchersʼ work (content and data) - was

only possible in the last trimester of the project. During most of the project, there

was only one IT technician at NOVA FCSH; later a second one was hired by the

faculty, but their focus is on giving general support to the whole institution, without

much leeway to provide dedicated support to researchers and their projects. This

has serious implications on how researchers design and readjust their projects.

While it was not expected from the faculty to provide technical support to the

project, moving eViterbo from the servers of Universidade de Aveiro to NOVA FCSH

was delayed for a whole year, due to the understaffed situation at the latter and all

the extra-technicalities which occurred during the pandemic.

In March 2022, a Wikimedian in Residence (WiR) was hired by Wikimedia Portugal

to work at the faculty - supporting research projects already using Wikimedia tools

and doing community building and outreach work within the faculty. This was

achieved a�er PI s̓ reach for help to Wikimedia Portugal and Wikimedia

Deutschland, which resulted in a proposal for a WiR to Wikimedia Foundation. One

of the WiR s̓ main missions was to help fix the technical issues that populated

eViterbo, which included, among others: lack of backups and a backup system,

database errors, Lua errors, errors and mistakes on infoboxes, ontology issues, CSS

styling issues on the footer and duplicate items from previous system updates.

While some of these issues were fairly straightforward to handle, many of them

required more advanced technical knowledge, beyond her skills. In July 2022, a

system administrator engineer was hired on a part-time basis to help with some of

the more advanced tasks.
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The list below is mostly based on the experience of the Wikimedian in Residence

and the engineer hired at the final stage of the project, and their technical research.

There may be other solutions to some of the issues faced during eViterbo s̓ lifecycle,

that somehow we did not come across or think of, despite our best efforts.

Nonetheless, the difficulties detailed may be relevant for future projects with similar

features and limited technical teams in-house.

Maintenance difficulties

So�ware lifecycle and compatibility

MediaWiki has major releases every six months; every two years a long-term

support version (LTS) is released. Each new version, and subsequent minor updates,

is launched first through selected Wikipedias, then to all Wikipedias, and only later

to the wider public as a product ready for self-hosting. Each stable release s̓ lifecycle

lasts a year, while the LTS versions are supported for three years. Providing security

and stability for longer periods, LTS versions tend to be rather useful for projects

that do not need cutting-edge technology and/or with small tech teams, such as

eViterbo. eViterbo was initially set up using 1.34 version of MediaWiki and later

migrated to 1.35, the current LTS. However, Wikibase only runs adequately on the

most up-to-date versions of MediaWiki. This means that even though MediaWiki will

continue providing support for 1.35 until September 2023, eViterbo must be

frequently updated in order to ensure that the Wikibase part runs smoothly - as an

example, one of  extensions typically used with Wikibase, the

UniversalLanguageSelector (which allows users to select a language and configure

its support in an easy way), is only compatible with MediaWiki 1.37 or higher.

While Wikibase s̓ update cycle tends to be in sync with MediaWiki, new releases

were less frequent during 2021 and 2022, as WMDE put extra focus on parallel

projects. During 2022, most Wikibase releases were regular maintenance ones, such

as security patches and bug fixes, and the delayed update cycle generated some

technical-debt on the stack. For instance, the recommended version of
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Elasticsearch, an optional yet particularly useful search engine so�ware to use with

Wikibase, had been deprecated. At the time of writing, this discontinued version is

still listed as the recommended one, against general good practice in so�ware

maintenance - deprecated versions should be replaced with their updated

counterparts.

Additionally, some extensions need others to run properly and the compatibility

map of each extension, MediaWiki and Wikibase versions is quite hard to navigate,

even by experienced engineers. It is also worth mentioning that bundled extensions

may not receive as extensive support as MediaWiki, even if included in the LTS

versions.

Poor documentation, insufficient support and the generosity of volunteers

Documentation about Wikimedia tools tends to be scattered and o�en insufficient.

Most official information (meaning documentation provided by the developers of

the tools) for the technology used on eViterbo is split across three main parts: 1)

MediaWiki documentation website, 2) dedicated documentation for specific

extensions (these can be on MediaWiki documentation website and/or on separate

websites), and 3) Wikibase s̓ documentation website. While all those websites are

aimed at a technical audience, the latter is far more advanced than the first two,

explaining the full architecture of the system in deep detail.

Many extra features are only possible thanks to the effort and generosity of a wide

developer community that shares free and open source so�ware with the other

users - from MediaWiki extensions to code libraries for specific use cases. The

documentation available varies greatly: while some projects have extensive

documentation, in most cases it is only very basic. However, many of these pieces

are crucial for basic operations, such as manipulating data in bulk once inside

Wikibase.

In most cases, the available documentation summarizes how to install the given

piece of so�ware and, occasionally, enumerates some troubleshooting procedures
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to fix the most common errors. However, o�en there are important steps or

configuration details missing. For instance, in August 2022, when installing a brand

new instance of MediaWiki plus Wikibase to set up a developer s̓ environment

(inexistent up until that point), the team struggled to find a link for downloading

Wikibase. All the instructions available, including on MediaWiki and Wikibase s̓

websites, stated: “Obtain Wikibase”, but none of them had a link that pointed

towards the download (this was later fixed, as per image below).

Image 11 - Revision history of Wikibase documentation, illustrating the missing link for downloading Wikibase

When error messages are not included in the more generic troubleshooting, it is

sometimes possible to find similar bugs reported on Phabricator, Wikimedias̓ own

bug reporting and tracking system. The platform is open, allowing users to read

through previously reported issues, both fixed and unresolved, but navigation can

be confusing, especially for those less familiar with so�ware development routines.

Similarly, valuable information can be sometimes found on Gerrit, Wikimedias̓ code

review system, but it is not really a ticketing or support tool.

MediaWiki s̓ Project:Support_desk serves as a main support channel but it should be

stressed that the focus of this forum is MediaWiki, meaning that issues with specific

extensions (including Wikibase) may be out of scope. While mailing lists, bug

reports on Phabricator and dedicated Telegram channels are all available for help

regarding MediaWiki and Wikibase, most actual support o�en comes on the basis of

goodwill from both WMF engineers and community volunteers, who will gladly help

people struggling with some of the tools. However, sometimes questions are le�

unanswered or are answered unclearly, not fixing the problem raised. Thus, this

approach to so�ware support is very limited since it does not provide a reliable

system for users that need to ensure stable solutions and may have minimal

engineering teams in-house.
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Significant information, including detailed configuration settings, is o�en found on

the web through the form of tutorials, once again these are provided in a

non-systematic way by volunteers who may not be able to help beyond this.

Additionally, it can be difficult to tell if these tutorials are still relevant for current

versions.

Last but not least, terminology is not always consistent across so�ware and

documentation, making instructions o�en confusing. This issue is amplified by the

fact that, while both MediaWiki and Wikibase are localized in a variety of languages,

including Portuguese, the documentation is mostly in English and having multiple

terms for the same thing can be rather disorienting, making it harder to

troubleshoot some issues.

Dynamic infoboxes

As detailed on eViterbo s̓ Templates and Infoboxes section, eViterbo uses Templates

to create dynamic infoboxes that display information based on the Wikibase

identifier of a given agent, be it People or Institutions. These boxes are created using

a mix of Wikitext and Lua functions. Wikitext (also known as Wikicode) is the

markup language of Wikimedia projects; it essentially enables easy text formatting.

Lua is a lightweight high-level programming language; it is the language used for

scripting in Wikimedia platforms. “Scripts” are sets of instructions for a computer to

follow, files of code that can be used to perform a variety of tasks - from data

transformation to so�ware updating. Lua scripts are run through Scribunto, a

MediaWiki extension (bundled with MediaWiki since version 1.34) which enables

script embedding.

For eViterbo s̓ dynamic boxes, a Lua script (Module) was created by the masters

fellow with a series of functions to fetch specific information from a given Wikibase

item. The way this works is: the code snippet of the Templates invokes a function

from the Lua Module, the function then returns the requested data from Wikibase.

But while this gathers information from some statements, the information related to
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other statements rely solely on the keywords provided by Wikitext, a far simpler

language.

Dynamic boxes that retrieve data from Wikidata are used in Wikipedia and other

Wikimedia platforms. On Wikipedia, the Module used to do this has nearly 1900

lines of code. It is arguable whether eViterbo, a much smaller project, would need

such a long script. However, with the equivalent Module on eViterbo having only

approximately 150 lines, it is no wonder that many of the possibilities enabled on

Wikipedia s̓ dynamic boxes are not on eViterbo. Simple details contemplated on the

Wikipedia-Wikidata version, such as adding or removing links from the text in the

boxes, or hiding statements with ʻunknown valuesʼ are currently not available.

This intricate structure along with the lack of technical documentation (for

example, the functions in eViterbo s̓ Module were not described anywhere and were

not even commented on the code) made it very difficult to make the boxes work as

the researchers intended once the masters fellow le�. Regardless, it was possible to

fix the Lua errors that populated some of the boxes, following the migration from

Cargo to Wikibase.

Wikibase limitations for managing data in research databases in

social sciences

Wikibase provides an easy-to-use interface for creating and editing entities on a LOD

environment, theoretically enabling non-technical users to interact with the data in

an uncomplicated manner. Nonetheless, using Wikibase to create and manage a

research database comes with its own set of challenges.

Building ontologies under Wikibase

As previously mentioned, one of the advantages of Wikibase in comparison to other

so�ware products is the curation of data. This means that users have complete

control over the ontology and schemas attached to the data, being able to set

constraints and narrow possible entries from the start.
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Since May 2021, the federated architecture allows for a direct connection with other

Wikibases, Wikidata being the main one. For every property created, it is possible to

set the corresponding one on Wikidata. With more than eleven thousand properties

(and counting), aligning Wikibase properties with their Wikidata counterparts can

become a significant challenge. For instance, the field “Also known as”, which allows

for each item to include alternative labels (different spellings, full names, etc.) for

better disambiguation, is included on every item by default. However, in eViterbo,

this was added as a dedicated property. This was only highlighted as a potential

issue during the ontology revision session with the WiR. But while for Wikidata this

may be redundant, for the granular approach required by historians for eViterbo

none of the properties provided by Wikidata really matched what they were hoping

for (see: Ontology (v1 - 11.2022). This scenario illustrates how it might also be the

case that this alignment is not wanted. Wikidata s̓ ontology is governed by its own

community, whose interests and needs may not coincide with those of researchers

or other groups - compiling knowledge about everything is quite different from

compiling highly specialized knowledge on a very specific topic. Yet, research

communities can also present an opportunity to reflect upon properties and items

in Wikidata, which sometimes overlap and exhibit some ambiguity.  Nevertheless, a

community-driven approach can also mean that, over time, some properties might

be replaced with others.

Wikibase also requires some wide-scale knowledge of the Wikimedia universe, as

some of its intricacies are not always clear in the documentation. As eViterbo system

was assembled by an informatics engineering student with no previous knowledge

of MediaWiki, sometimes basic rules of the Wikidata system were not used in

eViterbo. One striking example: while each type of item had its own set of

properties, “instance of” was not included in the main ontology. This is arguably the

main property of Wikidata, a defining one for the system, as plenty of extensions

and tools - such as OpenRefine - rely on it to reconcile data with separate data sets.

This was identified on the initial review of the project by the WiR and Wikimedia

Portugal,and set in eViterbo by the end of the project.
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Constraining properties

As previously mentioned, by allowing the addition of new properties at any point,

Wikibase is more flexible than some of the other options for handling data in

MediaWiki, but it still struggles with the rigidity of data types. Once a data type is

assigned to a property, it is not possible to change it; the only solution is to create a

new property, move the data and delete the old one. Later in this report, we will

highlight how moving data comes with its own setbacks.

The ability to curate data that the researchers were hoping for when migrating to

Wikibase fell a bit  short of expectations. Constraining properties on eViterbo is only

set up at the data type level. This means that, unlike Wikidata, values are not

constrained to specific topics. For instance, it is technically possible to add an

institution as a value for the property Gender, since Gender accepts

Wikibase-objects (feminin and masculin) and an institution on eViterbo is also a

Wikibase object. While this is a far-fetched example, as it is very clear that an

institution is not an appropriate value for gender, it is a genuine challenge when

working with concepts with similar names. There are multiple items around

“engineering” - Engenharia (Q93) is a military branch, Engenharia Civil (Q70) is

training, Engenheiro militar (Q16) is a military official in the branch of engineering

and Engenheiro (Q2903) is a position held in administration.

Additional constraints are only possible using an extra extension,

WikibaseQualityConstraints. Handling this extension demands advanced technical

knowledge, as the process of setting up a new constraint type requires changing

multiple system files. As such, it was never used in eViterbo but should be included

in a second upgraded version of eViterbo.

Basic features o�en served as extensions or separate so�ware

The WikibaseQualityConstraints serves as a case-in-point for one of Wikibase s̓ most

evident weaknesses: basic features of Wikidata are o�en provided as extensions or

separate services. This can be said for Wikidata Query Service, a crucial service that

allows users to query their datasets in SPARQL, facilitating data extraction and
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visualization, has to be set up separately as an external service. It is possible to

query the data through Wikibase s̓ API as an alternative, but even for those coming

from a Wikidata background, where SPARQL queries are the standard, it may not be

as easy to navigate.

Exporting the data from Wikibase to a JSON dump is another basic feature made

possible through installing a separate so�ware, namely Wikibase Dump Filter.

Without that, one is limited to the MediaWiki XML export file, which includes every

single piece of a rather complex system - from system files to lists of users and page

contents. Despite being possible to filter the XML export, by selecting only Wikibase

properties and entities to be in the dump file, manipulating such XML still poses a

significant challenge, especially for those with low technical proficiency. For

programmers, handling that XML is made easier by using a specific Python library,

called MediaWiki XML Processing. However, this data still needs to be heavily

manipulated to get the latest revision of each item.

Data modelling in Wikibase

Remodeling data once in Wikibase can be troublesome. In order to remodel data in

a research context, one needs: 1) access to the full dataset or to a filtered version of

that set and 2) a way to edit multiple entities at once. For specific cases, like

eViterbo, it is also necessary to ensure that the tools used are user-friendly enough

for people without programming knowledge. This initially ruled out Wikibase API;

according to the documentation, it “allows querying, adding, removing and editing

information on Wikidata or any other Wikibase instance”. However, it also requires

some familiarity with MediaWiki Action API, as well as using APIs in general -

something rather basic for a developer or a computer engineer, but a huge leap for a

standard user. Consequently, the solutions available were, once again, provided by

external tools, namely OpenRefine and/or QuickStatements.

Due to its familiar graphic interface, OpenRefine would be a great option even for

researchers with lower technical skills. OpenRefine is described as “a free and open

source tool for working with messy data”. Its interface resembles any regular
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spreadsheet-handling so�ware, which is likely to be recognizable by most users.

OpenRefine works with Wikidata out of the box and is prepared to work with any

self-hosted Wikibase. In order to do so, it needs a working reconciliation service

which in turn needs an associated SPARQL query service. Designed to work

specifically with Wikidata, Wikidata Query Service (WQS) is made available with

warnings that it may not function properly outside WMF s̓ infrastructure, as many

things are set as hard coded. Another limitation is  the need to constantly update the

dataset to ensure up-to-date data, instead of having a live service. Regardless, to

ensure that OpenRefine could be used, the engineer installed WQS on eViterbo.

However, the default settings did not work with eViterbo s̓ concept-URI. Despite

multiple attempts to set WQS up and even to change eViterbo s̓ concept-URI, this was

not possible.

Image 12 -Default settings for running Wikidata Query Service outside-WMF s̓ infrastructure

Developed by Magnus Manske, QuickStatements (QS) is a tool aimed at bulk-editing

Wikidata. Through a graphic user interface, a variety of tasks (such as: adding and

removing statements, adding references, creating or merging items, among others)

can be performed on batches of entities, by using a simple syntax formula. This tool

can be installed in self-hosted Wikibase instances, and it even comes bundled with

Docker s̓ image of Wikibase. Docker is a so�ware that enables containerized

application development, meaning that said applications can be built and run safely

in closed environments, minimizing potential conflicts and side effects of so�ware

writing and debugging; it also enables easily-reproducible machine setups. Wikibase

has a Docker version, but during most of eViterbo s̓ project lifecycle this image was

not full-featured and was not maintained as regularly; so, QS was manually installed

on eViterbo. Despite the successful installation, the OAuth module that allows user
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authentication of connected apps was stuck on a loop, preventing the usage of the

tool. This was later fixed, a�er a maintenance update of Wikibase, but issues

regarding the OAuth connection lingered as the team struggled to have QS running

on the production environment, despite it working on the dev one. So, we ended up

transforming the dev environment into the production environment so that it would

be possible to use QS adequately. It is also worth noting that QS only works with

public wikis, a serious limitation considering that eViterbo, much like many

research projects, was a private wiki while researchers were adding and tweaking

data and content.

Analysis and visualization of data are a crucial part of the researchers' work. It is

necessary for their ongoing work, but also as a way of finding gaps and problems in

data. Data dumping (in a variety of formats and ways) and reinserting data in

specific so�ware used for analysis and visualizations, such as Nodegoat the so�ware

used by TechNetEMPIRE team, was made manually. This was a very

time-consuming solution that presented major challenges each time. So, the difficult

access to data had a big impact on the teams̓ work and possible outputs.

There should be an easy way for researchers who may not have advanced technical

knowledge to access and manipulate data once inside Wikibase. Without that it is

hard to make the case for Wikibase as a viable solution for research teams without

significant so�ware engineering support, on a permanent basis.

Digital literacy and savviness across the research team

Many of the researchers o�en felt uneasy while editing on the platform, as they

were not used to working with similar technologies on their previous projects.

Apparently simple tasks like including code snippets, such as the infobox templates,

proved to be overwhelming to most of the team. As the team had no technical

support for some time, the hardship of using a new tool was only made worse by the

persistent errors (e.g. in the infoboxes) and the inability to fix them.
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Throughout the project, there were several hands-on and training sessions focusing

on Wikimedia tools and other digital tools used within the project, namely Zotero

and Nodegoat. Additionally, as previously detailed, a multitude of “How to” guides

were created throughout the project (and its multiple iterations) in order to help

researchers. For instance, there were guides for the pages of people and institutions

created in May 2019, before the “Visual Editor” was included on MediaWiki. Another

set of “how to”guides were created in September 2019, when both the Visual Editor

and Wikibase were first installed. So many changes in the system caused a certain

discomfort, which became more apparent when creating and completing Wikibase

items.

In order for the researchers to know what information should be added (properties

and qualifiers), most of the items were created with all their properties set as

ʻunknown values ,̓ to create a placeholder. This is against the use-cases/expected

behavior of Wikibase. By default, the system is prepared in a way that only

properties with assigned values should be created for a given item. This later posed

an issue, as the infoboxes on the encyclopedia-pages were configured to display all

the information available from the Wikibase item, which included those “unknown

values”. Regardless, the creation of these placeholders was of extreme importance

while working in a collaborative way within a team of 20 researchers and several

students, coming in and out of the team as school semesters go by, and o�en with

incomplete data. The introduction of properties and qualifiers, one by one by each

user, is prone to create inconsistency on the data set collected - specifically

regarding missing data, since some researchers will remember to fill in all the

properties but others will not. Predefined fields serve as a reminder of the data that

should be filled. Moreover, they are important for the future evolution of the data.

Since eViterbo platform will not be closed within TechNetEMPIRE research project,

but will continue and new data added by other projects with different researchers,

such placeholders  can be a valuable indication of the historical data that is still

unknown.
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Conclusions

Throughout the project, as is mentioned in this report, it became clear that the

MediaWiki-encyclopedia plus Wikibase can be a powerful tool for collaboration in a

research setting, including in social and human sciences, where data sets and

models o�en need to be rather flexible. It is also obvious that the growing interest in

academia regarding open science (open data, open access, open so�ware) can widen

possibilities for researchers.

Nonetheless, it is important to highlight that without appropriate full-time technical

support, such a solution is not viable. “Appropriate full-time technical support”

means having an engineer that can set up and maintain the system adequately and

in a timely manner, (our experience tells us that a system administrator is probably

the most essential role in this context; PHP and Lua knowledge also help greatly),

but it goes beyond the general IT support. Having a deep understanding of

Wikimedia platforms plays an important part, since these pieces of so�ware are

primarily built for them. Even if, at times, her technical knowledge was not enough

to safely solve some more complex problems, having a Wikimedian in Residence

was particularly helpful in troubleshooting and identifying underlying issues with

eViterbo, navigating available documentation, advising on possible solutions and

tools, and overall ensuring that the system operated as intended. Issues arising from

the lack of wiki-specialized knowledge are notorious when looking at some of the

technical decisions made during the early stages of eViterbo, which ended up

causing errors later on (e.g. the way the infoboxes were set up with limited

functions) and problems with data modeling (e.g. no “instance of” property being

used from the beginning).

Looking at other projects using Wikibase at an institutional level, it is striking how

different chapters of Wikimedia tend to be listed as partners on most use-cases,

particularly in Europe (from Wikimedia Deutschland to Wikimedia Italia and, now,

Wikimedia Portugal). Following the experience with eViterbo, this information does
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not come as a surprise. This type of support may be crucial for adopting these tools,

as the learning curve is far too steep even with such guidance.

Despite WMDE s̓ efforts to make it easier to install and setup Wikibase (via the

Docker image and Wikibase.cloud), as it stands today, it is hard to envision using a

self-hosted Wikibase instance without this type of support, particularly in less

technically-inclined settings, like Human and Social Sciences tend to be.

Furthermore, it would be good if WMDE and WMF could improve the way they

provide support for using their so�ware, both on the documentation part and direct

support.

So�ware and technology change very rapidly, but universities o�en do not. Without

adequate technical infrastructure and support, without a digital research strategy at

their faculties. For instance, the creation of digital labs for Social Sciences that

include information and system engineers, as well as people that can build the

bridge between the technical and non-technical sides, could be beneficial. Until

then, researchers in Social Sciences will continue to struggle with technical

challenges instead of being able to focus mostly on their domain of expertise and

research processes.
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System Details (v1 - 11.2022)

Main so�ware stack

Product Version

MediaWiki 1.38.4

PHP 7.4.3 (fpm-fcgi)

MariaDB 10.3.34-MariaDB-0ubuntu0.20.04.1

ICU 66.1

LuaSandbox 3.0.3

Lua 5.1.5

Installed extensions

Special pages

Extension Version License Description Authors

Data

Transfer

1.4 (59e2f97)
06:08, 21
September
2022

GPL-2.0-or-lat
er

Allows for
importing and
exporting data
contained in
template calls

Yaron Koren and
others
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https://www.mediawiki.org/
https://php.net/
https://mariadb.org/
https://icu.unicode.org/
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/LuaSandbox
http://www.lua.org/
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Data_Transfer
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Data_Transfer
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/Data_Transfer
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/Data_Transfer


Delete Batch 1.8.1
(67c86f4)
06:27, 14
September
2022

GPL-2.0-or-lat
er

Delete a batch
of pages

Bartek Łapiński
and others

Nuke – GPL-2.0-or-lat
er

Gives
administrators
the ability to
mass delete
pages

Brion Vibber
and Jeroen De
Dauw

Replace Text 1.7-alpha GPL-2.0-or-lat
er

Provides a
special page to
allow
administrators
to do a global
string
find-and-replac
e on all the
content pages
of a wiki

Yaron Koren,
Niklas Laxström
and others

UserMerge 1.10.1
(01c1631)
06:01, 12
October 2022

GPL-2.0-or-lat
er

Merges
references
from one user
to another user
in the wiki
database - will
also delete old
users following
merge.
Requires
usermerge
privileges

Tim Laqua,
Thomas Gries
and Matthew
April
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https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:DeleteBatch
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/DeleteBatch
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/DeleteBatch
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Apagar_em_massa
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Apagar_em_massa
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Nuke
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/Nuke
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/Nuke
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Eliminar_em_massa
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Eliminar_em_massa
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Replace_Text
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/Replace_Text
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/Replace_Text
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Substituir_texto
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Substituir_texto
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:UserMerge
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/UserMerge
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/UserMerge
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Fundir_utilizadores
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Fundir_utilizadores
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Fundir_utilizadores
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Fundir_utilizadores


Editors

Extension Version License Description Authors

VisualEditor 0.1.2 MIT Visual editor
for MediaWiki

Alex Monk,
Bartosz
Dziewoński, C.
Scott Ananian,
Christian
Williams, David
Lynch, Ed
Sanders, Inez
Korczyński,
James D.
Forrester, Moriel
Schottlender,
Roan Kattouw,
Rob Moen,
Subramanya
Sastry, Thalia
Chan, Timo
Tijhof, Trevor
Parscal and
others

Parser hooks

Extension Version License Description Authors

Cite – GPL-2.0-or-lat
er

Adds <ref> and
<references>
tags for
citations

Ævar Arnfjörð
Bjarmason,
Andrew Garrett,
Brion Vibber, Ed
Sanders, Marius
Hoch, Steve
Sanbeg, Trevor
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https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:VisualEditor
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/VisualEditor
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/Credits/VisualEditor
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/Credits/VisualEditor
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Cite
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/Cite
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/Cite


Parscal and
others

InputBox 0.3.0 MIT Allow
inclusion of
predefined
HTML forms

Erik Moeller,
Leonardo
Pimenta, Rob
Church, Trevor
Parscal and
DaSch

ParserFuncti
ons

1.6.0 GPL-2.0-or-lat
er

Enhance
parser with
logical
functions

Tim Starling,
Robert Rohde,
Ross McClure
and Juraj
Simlovic

Scribunto – GPL-2.0-or-lat
er AND MIT

Framework for
embedding
scripting
languages into
MediaWiki
pages

Victor Vasiliev,
Tim Starling and
Brad Jorsch

TemplateDat
a

0.1.2 GPL-2.0-or-lat
er

Implement
data storage for
template
parameters
(using JSON)

Timo Tijhof,
Moriel
Schottlender,
James D.
Forrester, Trevor
Parscal, Bartosz
Dziewoński,
Marielle Volz
and others

Variables 2.5.1
(b28b78e)
10:28, 24 May
2022

ISC Parser
functions
allowing to
work with
dynamic
variables in an
article scoped
context

Rob Adams, Tom
Hempel,
Xiloynaha,
Daniel Werner,
MGChecker and
others
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https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/Credits/Cite
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/Credits/Cite
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:InputBox
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/InputBox
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:ParserFunctions
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:ParserFunctions
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/ParserFunctions
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/ParserFunctions
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Scribunto
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/Scribunto
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/Scribunto
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:TemplateData
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:TemplateData
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/TemplateData
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/TemplateData
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Variables
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/Variables
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/User:Danwe
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/User:Danwe
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/User:MGChecker
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/User:MGChecker


Wikibase

Extension Version License Description Authors

WikibaseCli

ent

– (1892948)
06:01, 12
October 2022

GPL-2.0-or-lat
er

Client for the
Wikibase
extension

The Wikidata
team and others

WikibaseRe
pository

– (1892948)
06:01, 12
October 2022

GPL-2.0-or-lat
er

Structured data
repository

The Wikidata
team and others

Other

Extension Version License Description Authors

OATHAuth 0.5.0 GPL-2.0-or-lat
er AND
GPL-3.0-or-lat
er

Provides
authentication
support using
HMAC based
one-time
passwords

Ryan Lane,
Robert Vogel
<vogel@hallowel
t.com> and
Dejan
Savuljesku
<savuljesku@hal
lowelt.com>

OAuth 1.1.0
(e2fe6a1)
05:59, 12
October 2022

GPL-2.0-or-lat
er

Allows usage of
OAuth 1.0a and
OAuth 2.0 for
API
authorization

Aaron Schulz,
Chris Steipp,
Brad Jorsch,
Robert Vogel
and Dejan
Savuljesku
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https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Wikibase_Client
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Wikibase_Client
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/WikibaseClient
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/WikibaseClient
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/Credits/WikibaseClient
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Wikibase_Repository
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Wikibase_Repository
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/WikibaseRepository
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/WikibaseRepository
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/Credits/WikibaseRepository
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:OATHAuth
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/OATHAuth
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/OATHAuth
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/OATHAuth
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/OATHAuth
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:OAuth
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/OAuth
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/OAuth


UniversalLa
nguageSelec
tor

2022-01-19
(fb452e4)
06:01, 12
October 2022

GPL-2.0-or-lat
er OR MIT

Gives the user
several ways to
select a
language and
to adjust
language
settings

Alolita Sharma,
Amir Aharoni,
Arun Ganesh,
Brandon Harris,
Kartik Mistry,
Niharika Kohli,
Niklas
Laxström, Pau
Giner, Santhosh
Thottingal,
Siebrand
Mazeland and
others
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https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:UniversalLanguageSelector
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:UniversalLanguageSelector
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:UniversalLanguageSelector
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/UniversalLanguageSelector
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/License/UniversalLanguageSelector
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/Credits/UniversalLanguageSelector
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Especial:Vers%C3%A3o/Credits/UniversalLanguageSelector


Ontology (v1 - 11.2022)

As mentioned, in the eViterbo s̓ system description section, most of the information

on eViterbo can be divided into one of the following groups: content, data,

navigation and system pages. As previously stated, by ʻcontent ,̓ we mean the

encyclopedia-like entries; by ʻdataʼ we mean the structured data items (wikibase)

associated with each one of the content entries or to its related data.  Thus, an entry

in eViterbo contains two pages: the content one and the data one, both linked

bilaterally.

The basic ontology of the system was created considering these links and

established by types of content pages guides: people, institutions, locations (see

eViterbo content pages above). It was established as “how to write” script for each

content page, where the edition rules for the content pages, the controlled

vocabularies for Wikibase and categories, as well as taxonomies for categories were

created. Locations were created by a core team members as well as the

Wikibase-items created to fill certain properties such as: sex, religion, military arm,

post, etc.

As already described in section eViterbo wikibase, a list of items was created in

order to guide researchers, see: Guia de itens.  Some of these items probably

should/could have been established as qualifiers.

Complementary to the content pages templates in the next pages a detailed

overview of data (wikibase pages) is presented in tables of properties and properties

equivalents in Wikidata. These tables mirror the system details V1 - 11.2022. It

should be noted that, during the project, it became clearer that some of these

properties may be slightly redundant (P34, a persons̓ name, is already included on

Wikibase as the label for the entity). Shared properties are marked with an asterisk.

Whenever appropriate, the equivalent property on Wikidata is listed, but that was

not possible for every case. There are also some special fields: label, description,

also know as (aliases), link to Wikipedia and other Wikimedia platforms. On
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https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Gui%C3%A3o_de_reda%C3%A7%C3%A3o_-_Pessoas
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Gui%C3%A3o_de_reda%C3%A7%C3%A3o_-_Institui%C3%A7%C3%B5es
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Guia_de_locais
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Guia_de_itens
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Help:Qualifiers


eViterbo, these interwiki boxes are used to link the item to its counterpart on

Wikidata.

In the last column, “Notes and suggested improvements”, we detail possible

improvements to the systems̓ ontology, for a new iteration of eViterbo (see eViterbo

v2 ( to be continued…)).
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eViterbo PEOPLE
Vocabularies: Guia de Redação - Pessoas

EQUIVALENT PROPERTY Notes and suggested

improvements

Name URL Data

Type

Wikidata

Instância de https://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pr

operty:P15

Object/I

tem

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P3

1

Nome P34 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P34

String https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P2

561

Since each item's basic identification

includes a label, this property is

redundant. To be deleted in V2.

Nome

Completo

P17 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P17

String https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P1

477

Outras

grafias

P20 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P20

String “Also known as” Since each item's basic identification

includes an “also known as” field, this

property may be redundant. This is

tied to the different spellings of a

given name through time.
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https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Gui%C3%A3o_de_reda%C3%A7%C3%A3o_-_Pessoas
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P15
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P15
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P31
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P31
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P34
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P34
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P2561
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P2561
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P17
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P17
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P1477
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P1477
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P20
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P20


Pai P22 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P22

Object/I

tem

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P2

2

Mãe P23

http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P23

Object/I

tem

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P2

5

Irmãos P25 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P25

Object/I

tem

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P3

373

Cônjuge P24 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P24

Object/I

tem

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P2

6

Data de

nascimento

P2 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P2

Point in

time

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P5

69

Local de

nascimento

P4 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P4

Object/I

tem

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P1

9
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http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P22
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P22
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P22
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P22
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P23
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P23
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P23
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P25
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P25
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P25
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P25
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P3373
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P3373
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P24
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P24
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P26
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P26
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P2
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P2
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P569
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P569
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P4
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P4
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P19
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P19


Data de

morte

P3

http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P3

point in

time

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P5

70

Data de

início*

P9 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P9

point in

time

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P5

80

Start date. Used as a qualifier to

indicate the point in time a given

statement has validity.

Data de fim* P10 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P10

Point in

time

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P5

82
End date. Used as a qualifier to

indicate the point in time a given

statement stopped being valid.

Instituição P12 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P12

Object/I

tem

Name of the institution of training or

where a position was held.

Residência P26 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro
perty:P26

Objecto/

item*

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P5
51

Formação P48 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P48

Object/I

tem*

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P8

258
Professional training
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http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P3
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P3
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P3
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P570
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P570
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P580
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P580
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P10
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P10
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P582
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P582
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P12
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P12
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P26
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P26
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P551
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P551
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P48
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P48
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P8258
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P8258


Local de

formação

P28 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P28

Object/I

tem

Since Locations are already

referenced using their

geocoordinates, this should be

replaced with the "Location" property,

but used as a qualifier.

Posto P50 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P50

Object/I

tem*

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property_tal

k:P410

Arma P52 https://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pr

operty:P52

Object/I

tem

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P2

41

Cargo P8 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P8

Object/I

tem*

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P3

9

Instituição P12 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P12

Object/I

tem*

Can be used as a “cargo” qualifier.

Local do

Cargo

P11 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P11

Object/I

tem*

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P1

31

Since Locations are already

referenced using their

geocoordinates, this should be

replaced with the "Location" property,

but used as a qualifier.
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http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P50
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P50
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property_talk:P410
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property_talk:P410
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P52
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P52
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P8
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P8
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P12
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P12
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P11
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P11


Actividades P56 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P56

Object/I

tem*

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P1

01

Local de

Actividade

P57 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P57

Object/I

tem

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P2

76

Since Locations are already

referenced using their

geocoordinates, this should be

replaced with the "Location" property,

but used as a qualifier.

url eViterbo

local

P30 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P30

URL

local

enterrament

o

P33 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Pro

perty:P33

Object/I

tem

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P1

19

52

http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P56
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P56
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P101
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P101
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P57
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P57
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P119
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P119


eViterbo INSTITUTIONS
Vocabularies: Guia de Redacão - Instituições

EQUIVALENT PROPERTY Notes and suggested

improvements

Name URL Data

Type

Wikidata

Instância de P15 https://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki

/Property:P15

Object/I

tem

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P3

1

outras

denominações

instituição

P68 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/

Property:P68

String Since each item's basic identification

includes aliases, this property is

redundant. To be deleted in V2.

sigla P69 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/

Property:P69

String https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P1

813

tipo instituição P36 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/

Property:P36

String Should be “subclass of” institution.

Data type should be object.

data fundação P62 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/

Property:P62

Point in

time

 https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P5

71 

53

https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Gui%C3%A3o_de_reda%C3%A7%C3%A3o_-_Institui%C3%A7%C3%B5es
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P31
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P31
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P1813
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P1813
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P571
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P571


data extinção P63 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/

Property:P63

Point in

time

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P5

76

paralisação

início

P63 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/

Property:P63

Point in

time

paralisação fim P70 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/

Property:P70
Point in

time

Nome de

localidade

P45 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/

Property:P45

Object/I

tem

Since each item's basic identification

includes a label, this property is

redundant. To be deleted in V2.

Local

instituição

P35 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/

Property:P35

Object/I

tem

Since Locations are already referenced

using their geocoordinates, this should

be replaced with the "Location"

property, but used as a qualifier.

Data de início* P9 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/

Property:P9

Point in

time

Data de fim* P10 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/

Property:P10

Point in

time

54

http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P70
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P70


antecessora p60 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/

Property:P60

Object/I

tem

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P1

365

sucessora P61 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/

Property:P61

Object/I

tem

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property_tal

k:P1366

url eViterbo

local

P39 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/

Property:P30

URL
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eViterbo LOCATIONS
See: Guia de Locais

EQUIVALENT PROPERTY Notes and suggested

improvements

Name URL Data

Type

WIKIDATA

Instância

de

P15 https://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Prop

erty:P15

Object/It

em

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P3

1

Nome

localidade

P45 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Prop

erty:P45

String Since each item's basic identification

includes a label, this property is

redundant. To be deleted in V2.

url

eViterbo

local

P30 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Prop

erty:P30

URL

coordena

das

P29 http://eViterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Prop

erty:P29

Geocoor

dinates

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P6

25

56

https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Guia_de_locais
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P15
https://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P15
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P31
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P31
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P45
http://eviterbo.fcsh.unl.pt/wiki/Property:P45


Categories

Below, find a list with the categories related to TechNetEmpire, as stated in the

various guides to writing and entry. It does not include maintenance or system

categories.

CATEGORIAS

PESSOAS PROFISSÕES …

OBRAS …

INSTITUIÇÕES TIPO DE INSTITUIÇÃO ADMINISTRAÇÃO CENTRAL

LOCAL

ENSINO MILITAR

CIVIL

RELIGIOSO

RELIGIOSA

CULTURAL

MILITAR

PROFISSIONAL

ACTIVOS EM (...) SÉCULOS …

GEOGRÁFICAS …

GLOSSÁRIO …

PROJECTO …
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eViterbo v2 (to be continued…)

With all the content made available under a Creative Commons license, eViterbo s̓

content and data can be reused with barely any restrictions, narrowing the distance

between academia and society. eViterbo is now a valuable resource not only for the

history of architecture and engineering during the Portuguese colonial empire era,

but also for art historians or anyone interested in the history of Portugal and related

countries. Despite being open to the general public for reading, it should be noted

that new editors for eViterbo must be approved ensuring appropriate peer reviewing

of any content added.

As the project developed, it became evident that a second improved version of

eViterbo should be created in the near future. A version encompassing the several

recommendations spread throughout this report, that we resume briefly in this last

section of this report the most important ones:

- The advantages and disadvantages of a large platform for art history or a smaller

dataset dedicated to built environment (i.e. architecture, engineering, urban,

construction and landscape history) related themes should be considered, as the

navigation through multiple projects of multiple areas can be confusing;

- Content pages about locations should disappear, since their content is redundant,

existing in its entirety in the data pages. Any further content can be moved, a be

added to the navigation page of geographical categories;

- Data ontology should be reviewed. Deleting redundant properties and using

qualifiers in a systematic way are among the most important transformations;

- “Empty placeholders” of Wikibase items should continue to be used, but new

infobox templates must be created to fix the display of missing information;

- Install Wikibase Quality Constraints, to ensure the quality of data;

- Install QuickRefine and other ways of “easily” modeling and exporting data;

- Explore the development of tools for data manipulation and extractions, such as

dedicated bots, or scripts to automate these pipelines, using the  Wikidata JSON
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Dump filter or the API.

- Transform the glossary into structured data, using the Wikibase Lexeme extension

and linking it with Wikidata.

- Exploring other ways of linking eViterbo with Wikimedia Foundation tools for

example Wikisource or Wikimedia Commons, continuously developing eViterbo as

an example of possible use of these tools in academia.

- Explore  the possibility of using Wikibase.cloud as a new home for eViterbo and/or

as a mirror or sandbox for the project.

This is a proposal and should serve only as a starting point for future developments.
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https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:WikibaseLexeme


Reference documentation for MediaWiki, Wikibase and other
tools:

MediaWiki Documentation - https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWiki
MediaWiki FAQ: https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Manual:FAQ
MediaWiki s̓ version lifecycle: https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Version_lifecycle
MediaWiki Action API documentation: https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API:Main_page

Wikibase Documentation- https://doc.wikimedia.org/Wikibase/master/php/
Wikibase FAQ: https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Wikibase/FAQ
Wikibase API documentation: https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Wikibase/API

Phabricator: https://phabricator.wikimedia.org/
Gerrit: https://gerrit.wikimedia.org

Extensions, services and tools: Elasticsearch support matrix, UniversalLanguageSelector,
Scribunto, WikibaseQualityConstraints, Wikibase Dump Filter, MediaWiki XML Processing,
OpenRefine, QuickStatements, Wikidata Query Service
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https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWiki
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Version_lifecycle
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API:Main_page
https://doc.wikimedia.org/Wikibase/master/php/
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Wikibase/FAQ
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Wikibase/API
https://phabricator.wikimedia.org/
https://gerrit.wikimedia.org
https://www.elastic.co/pt/support/matrix
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:UniversalLanguageSelector
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Scribunto
https://gerrit.wikimedia.org/g/mediawiki/extensions/WikibaseQualityConstraints/#installation
https://github.com/maxlath/wikibase-dump-filter
https://pythonhosted.org/mwxml/
https://openrefine.org/
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Help:QuickStatements
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Wikibase/Suite#Wikidata_Query_Service

